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Physical environment and people
Physical settings can create cognitive and emotional reactions in people. In fact, many disciplines, including human ecology and environmental psychology, assert that environmental variables have an impact on human behavior. In ecological psychology, for instance, when the quality of the fit between human occupants and the physical environment is high, the people and the place are unified.

Research on the restorative effects of the natural environment found that individuals report feeling rejuvenated and energized by the places that they occupy. Additionally, research on creativity suggests that people confined to a “featureless environment” do not perform to potential intellectually and emotionally.

Environmental variables that may affect human behavior include the lack or the expansiveness of space; the location, shape, or temperature of a room; the texture and color of the walls and flooring; and the type and arrangement of furniture. Environmental variables may also include the absence or presence of natural lighting, windows with scenic views, and music or sounds that may be calming or distracting. Odors (e.g., the scent of flowers) may also conjure up images or set the mood in a given environment. Strong odors such as garbage, incense, strong perfume, or cologne may be distracting or off-putting.

A person’s mood, attention span, and ability to focus may also be affected by color. For example, colors have the power to affect human senses by conveying meaning and presenting an atmosphere of pleasantness. Specifically, the cooler colors (blues, greens, and grays) create more passive participation, or a sense of coldness, while warm colors (such as reds and yellows) or light pastels tend to give a sense of warmth.

From an environmental psychology perspective, extreme temperatures can reduce interpersonal attraction and interfere with successful task performance. For example, a study on hot and crowded areas found that participants in a room at normal temperature (72.4°F) reported feeling vigorous and comfortable, whereas individuals assigned to an overheated room (93.5°F) reported feelings of discomfort, fatigue, and sadness. High temperatures are also linked to loss of attention and productivity, and group members tend to be more aggressive when they are hot.

Physical environment and group function
Just as a group orientation assumes that individuals’ actions are shaped by the groups in which they are a part, an environmental orientation also assumes that groups are shaped by their environments. The physical environment can promote a high-performance workplace, and groups generally respond best, in terms of productivity, creativity, and satisfaction, in positive and stimulating environments.

Studies of manufacturing teams in factories, students in classrooms, and workers in offices have found that individuals are more productive when working in attractive spaces that are visually interesting rather than drab. These studies have also concluded that physical features such as furniture, decorations, artwork, lighting, color, and music stimulate or provoke emotions that in turn tend to be associated with a range of positive group dynamics including improved communication, increased cohesion, and productivity.
Hence, physical space may be more decisive in creating positive group outcomes than we realize. In order to create physical environments that may contribute to better outcomes, here are some things to consider when planning for meetings, trainings, seminars, or workshops.

**Type and arrangement of furniture**
Institutional settings typically include gray or almond colored walls, gray furniture, harsh lighting, and industrial flooring. While these spaces are often designed by “experts” for reasons of cost, efficiency, and practicality, these designs also tend to make spaces sterile, cold, unpleasant, and uninviting.

The new paradigm of creating and using space, however, focuses on making the meeting space or environment comfortable and inviting so that the people can meet and function at the optimum.

Rectangular tables are most frequently used in meeting and conference rooms. However, rectangular tables tend to separate individuals by forcing them to sit on “this or the other side of the table.” With one side facing the other at a rectangular table, one tends to only see those on the other side, while being blind to those sitting on the same side of the table. In Western cultures, the ends of table are typically avoided unless one has prestige, privilege, or control.

In order to avoid such a divisive and hierarchical arrangement, one can level the playing field by using a round table or a circle configuration. Similarly, chairs arranged in a circle for a training session will stimulate more interactivity than a classroom-style configuration. The circle is the geometric symbol for community, and arranging chairs in a circle would
- level the playing field
- include all individuals in the group as equal partners
- improve group communication, and
- create a sense of belonging and community.

Classrooms are almost always designed for formal instruction. This assumes that there is “one expert” versus “the others” who are there to absorb what the expert knows. Therefore, classrooms, structured for teaching and not peer-to-peer learning, do not necessarily create an environment that is optimal for meetings and cooperative learning.

Hence, in order to create a sense of relatedness and belonging, and to eliminate or minimize the sense of prestige, privilege, power, or control, arrange chairs in a circle without the table.

**Bring nature into the room**
Elements of nature in a meeting space may create a calm and peaceful ambience. So, bring nature into a room by opening the curtains and pulling up the shades or blinds. Bring in plants and flowers (even if they are artificial!), install water features (e.g., a water fountain), and use background music and sounds (e.g., birds chirping gently in a rainforest) to conjure images of nature that relax and soothe.

**Use of artwork and the aesthetic**
In profound and transformative gatherings, people come together in moments of silence to share a song or a recitation. Art in the form of music, poetry, theater, literature, painting, sculpture, a story, or a dance can shift the tone in a room and create a sense of relatedness, togetherness, appreciation, and trust. Hence, consider including artwork in the physical space where meetings and workshops are held. Also, ask the participants to share a story, and if appropriate (e.g., during a weekend long retreat) get them to create works of art on site and have them share the meaning of their work. This kind of sharing allows the group to see more of the individual, and from a holistic perspective.

An empty wall can make a space feel sparse and cold, and as William Whyte, a pioneering street-life researcher, remarked, “An empty wall is a testimony to the insignificance of the human spirit.” Consider softening the windows and walls with printed fabric, such as pareos, and filling the walls with photographs and artwork by group members or workshop participants. Artwork may also include visual aids with welcoming and motivational statements.

Thoughtful planning in advance that incorporates relatively easy strategies can positively affect meeting or workshop outcomes. The converse of not paying attention to details and environmental factors can result in meetings or workshops that may not function at optimal levels and may not meet desired outcomes.
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